Hunger Task Force believes that every person has a right to adequate food obtained with dignity. We work to prevent hunger and malnutrition by providing food to people in need today and by promoting social policies to achieve a hunger-free community tomorrow.

My projects:

- **Map Making**
  Through out my preceptorship I was asked to create maps showing levels of poverty throughout the state or in a specific county.

- **Data Entry**
  Spent a lot of time in excel uploading/editing/creating spreadsheets.

- **Advocacy Toolkit**
  This was essentially a booklet that explained advocacy. This was completely under my direction but sadly wasn’t completed due to COVID-19.

- **HTF Summit Planning**
  Planning a annual summit for food pantry all around that state required meetings, conferences calls, emailing and a lot of other work as well.

- **Summer Meals Report**
  This is an annual report that HTF shares with the Department of Human Services that dives deep into the summer meals program in Wisconsin.

- **School Breakfast Report**
  This is an annual report that HTF shares with the Department of Human Services that dives deep into the school breakfast program in Wisconsin.

Other Activities:

- **Pantry Visits**
  I got to go to a couple pantries and help give people food. A lot of pantries are set up like grocery stores so helping people choose was a lot of fun.

- **Food Distributions**
  There are different kinds of food distributions. Some are for seniors, and some are food anyone. It awesome to get to interact with such a diverse group of people.

- **The Farm**
  The Farm is where HTF gets all of their fresh produce from. They also hold nutrition education classes for some MPS schools. Sadly, I didn’t get to spend much time due to weather and COVID-19.

- **Meetings/Conference calls**
  I had weekly meetings with the advocacy team. Monthly meetings with the whole organization. Meeting for the summit planning, meetings for HR, and whatever other meetings popped up.